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Marine Mom Grateful for Divide Camp!

November 15 2017

In May of 2012, my family’s life changed forever. We were notified that our son,
Daniel who was a Machine Gunner in the United States Marine Corps, had been injured in Afghanistan and was being flown to Germany for treatment. Daniel had
been hit with an IED while on a mission outside the wire and was unconscious. This
was his third and worst blast wave injury. The military subsequently sent him back
to Camp Lejeune, North Carolina in order to recover from injuries and receive treatment.

Receive this

Daniel received a cat scan in May of 2014, due to continued headaches and they
found a spot on his brain. We were sent to Duke University Hospital for further
testing. The results of the tests confirmed our worst fear which was a brain mass.
The doctors told us that it had to come out. The surgery was scheduled the next
week, the tumor was removed and we were headed home to Alabama.
Daniel was home with us during recovery, but was back at Camp Lejeune by the
end of July, 2014. Within a few weeks he started experiencing hallucinations and
manic episodes. The episodes escalated and Daniel ended up in the psychiatric
ward at the hospital on base. For several months, they experimented with medications, changed diagnosis and still couldn’t help Daniel. During the time he was
locked up – I contacted Julie at Divide Camp. She offered an empathetic ear and
encouraged me to keep my faith and trust God to
help us through this. I got the local U.S. Representative’s Office involved and finally got the hospital to let us get a second opinion. He was transferred to the naval hospital at Portsmouth, Virginia.
Here we met Dr. Munn who was an absolute God
send to us. He got Daniel on the correct medication.
After spending almost one year at Portsmouth Naval Hospital Outpatient Unit, Daniel was medically
discharged from the United States Marine Corps on
Cliff, Brett & Daniel on the Snake River
November 6, 2016. He then returned home to live
with us and I would be his
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caregiver.
At this point, I was frantic as to how we would keep him safe and what day to day life was going to be like. I
began contacting different organizations that help veterans by taking them on trips and provide the kind of
healing that only spending time with other disabled veterans could give to Daniel. I was also still in contact
with Julie at Divide Camp. She was quick to help me know what we would need to do to help Daniel and the
possibility of him being able to make a trip out to their camp. She even suggested his father accompany him
when the time was right. Her emails and telephone calls were like a big giant “virtual” hug, which I needed
more than she could have ever known at the time.
Time moved on and Daniel would have periods of doing really good and other times he would have set backs
and had to spend more time in psychiatric wards. During this entire time, I would receive emails from Julie
just “checking” in on us to see how Daniel was doing and letting me know that there is light at the end of the
tunnel and hopefully soon Daniel would be well enough to visit the camp.

Since May of this year, Daniel has been doing much better so when we received an invitation from Corey for
him to visit Divide Camp in September of this year, I can tell you we were beyond excited! I can’t remember
when I have ever seen Daniel so excited!
The staff at Divide Camp helped me get Daniel from Alabama all the way to Idaho, and he only missed one
flight! I know this may not be a big deal for many, but a person struggling with the issues he has, to take a
cross-country flight and change planes two times is a minor miracle! The entire team from Camp was amazing and treated us like we were extended family and showed Daniel the time of his life!
During the trip, Daniel would send me pictures and I could see the excitement on his face. He got to experience floating the Snake River
through Hells Canyon, fishing, camping, and sightseeing and then he
even got to go elk hunting and he got one!!! I know that most importantly though he met other injured veterans. He found camaraderie
in Brett, Cliff and Joseph on the river trip – and with Andy who took him
hunting. He saw how they all deal with the issues in their own lives and
how important they are to each other.

Andy & Daniel after a successful hunt!

Daniel and I talked a lot about the trip when he returned home and I
could see the peace on his face when he spoke of the people he met
and how well he was treated by such an extraordinary group. In its own
way, this trip was better than any medication he could ever take for his
injuries.

As a mother, all you ever want to do is fix your child’s problems and make things better. I have done everything in my power to help Daniel live a normal life and experience everything that he can, because at 27
years old he will never be the same as he was before his injuries. Divide Camp did more than I could have
ever done, and what is so great is that they do this for so many veterans every day. I can never repay them
for what they did for Daniel, but I pray for them and their mission because I know first-hand what a special
mission it is for disabled veterans and their families. God Speed Divide Camp!!!
Alana Centilli

1st Archery Shoot Scheduled!
The first annual Divide Camp Veteran’s Archery Shoot is
scheduled for the weekend of July 14, 2018. Early registrants
have priority for cabin lodging. Others will be responsible for
bringing their own camping gear. If you are interested, send
Tom an email thomaswalton@live.com so that he can send you a
registration form in the spring.
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“Trials and Pain Cured on the Trails”
The idea of healing through the outdoors is centuries old but is now just becoming
accepted in western civilization. The Japanese have been using “Forest Bathing”,
also known as ecotherapy, to heal traumas for centuries. Whenever a member of
their society experiences a trauma that person is sent into the forest to meditate
and focus on the trauma and to start healing with the sights, sounds and smells of
nature. I have been using the concept of ecotherapy for a couple years now and
seeing massive healing in myself and others that I worked with.
During my time at Divide Camp I got to go on an amazing backpacking trip. I got to
hangout with a few veterans and watch growth just during that short trip. In myself, I could focus on what I needed to do for the future and was able to work past
some traumas that had been really bothering me. I left pain and suffering on the
side of the Eagle Caps and it will no longer bother me to the extreme that it was.
The more you get away from the noise and distractions of the normal life the more
can get into your head and heart to work on trauma and find ways to heal. Getting
to a campsite, on a trail, on a river or just in your backyard can start the process of
healing. Using journaling, meditation and ecotherapy we can really guide our own
healing.

Ginger Beard Backpacking Trip

We can use techniques that have been around and combine them with our time outdoors to create our own healing path. These paths are different for everyone but the common is getting outside. So thank you to everyone at
Divide Camp for giving us veterans a place to find our paths to healing.

Brandon “Ginger Beard” Kuehn

Fishing and Rafting the Snake River
Hello – my name is Joseph Hayes. I am a disabled veteran from
Orofino Idaho – where I live with my wife and four children.
Recently I was chosen to go on a great trip with a wonderful outfit
called Divide Camp. I met up with 3 other veterans in the small town
of Joseph, Oregon where we gathered before we drove to Camp. We
spent the first night at camp then met up with the rafting company the
next morning. Our activity was a 35 mile rafting and fishing trip down
the Snake River through the Hells Canyon. The rafting company we
went with is called Winding Waters River Expeditions. Not only did
they give us a lot of information about the history of the settlers in the
canyon, the geology of the canyon and the information about the wildlife and plant life – but they fed us great and treated us like family.

Joseph and Brett

I had a wonderful time and I am telling everyone I know that the Divide Camp organization is a great group of
people who have taken their time to welcome us and made us feel like the camp is a second home. I am
looking forward to working with them in the future and hope to participate in more activities there.
Sincerely,
Joseph Hayes
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Divide Camp Welcomes New Board Member!
Occasionally someone asks if we are a “faith-based” organization. Our corporation is led by a group of “believers”. Our dedicated volunteers are all believers
too. We trust that God has called us to the Divide Camp mission. We are Christians. We are not technically a “faith-based” nonprofit and we don’t advertise
as a Christian camp. Not now anyway – perhaps that will change one day. But
we would all agree – we could not do this ministry without our Lord and our
faith!
Three of our five board members are post 9/11 combat wounded veterans –
not a coincidence. Who better knows how we can best serve that population in
our efforts to help them heal. Our desire had been to fill behind our out-going
vice president Carl Offenbacher – who has served with us since our incorporation in 2012. Carl is heading oversees to work again, so we felt it was a perfect
time to make the change. We wanted the position to be filled with a post 9/11
combat wounded veteran from Wallowa County, one with a heart for the Lord
and a desire to serve other veterans. Didn’t seem like too tall an order for God!
I often remember what my good friend Donna reminded me a few years ago
when I was lamenting about finding the right person, “you know, Julie, God
knows a lot of people”. Indeed, He does!
We recently added Wallowa County native Andy Marcum to our board of direcAndy, Lindsey, Landon, Gunnar, Lane
and Merritt Marcum
tors. Andy and his wife Lindsey have been believers in our ministry since their
first visit to Camp in 2014. Last year they moved out from their home in Minnesota. They now live in Enterprise where Andy works for Wallowa Resources. We are so blessed to have them, and
their four children, so close to camp! This fall, Andy was highly engaged in our hunting activities along with Jim
Soares. This year, every veteran who hunted with Andy or Jim was able to harvest an elk!
Thank you, Lord, for Andy and Lindsey!

Combat Wounded Veterans… You Are Not Alone!
When it comes to hunting and being in the outdoors, there’s no better place that I’ve been that compares to the
diverse landscape and abundant wildlife Wallowa County has to offer. Looking back at my childhood and growing
up in Enterprise I now realize how much I took for granted. However, after 12 years of living around the country, I
was fortunate enough to move back home and pursue multiple passions of mine that I have dreamed of since I left.
One of which is the opportunity to guide combat wounded and disabled Veterans on elk hunts!
Our community is filled with exceptional people that are willing to donate, volunteer and give back to our Military.
One way our landowners do that is by allowing Divide Camp to utilize the landowner Depredation Tags; which authorize the landowner to apply for tags to harvest animals to help reduce damage caused to the land and protect
other interests. This summer we were blessed to be able to work with Rock
N J Ranch on their property outside of Enterprise and help reduce the impact of more than 700 head of elk that were feeding out of the hills and
down into neighbors alfalfa fields in the evenings.
Although we were successful on all of our hunts, this opportunity and experience was so much more than just harvesting an elk. Being able to take
these men into breathtaking country that is surrounded by snow covered
mountain peaks, some of the deepest canyons in North America, add in
being surrounded by hundreds of wild elk create memories that none of us
will forget. Getting to know one another in this environment and sharing
Continued on next page...
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our stories allows all of us to learn from each other. In a lot of ways we learn how to
move past things that have happened in our life that we let define who we’ve become. We realize the little things
that we often spend too much time dwelling on in our lives that really aren’t that bad. And we help push each other
to limits that we no longer believed were achievable.
Divide Camp provides many opportunities for Veterans. But the opportunity for Veterans to find a new brotherhood
and community that so many of us have missed since we got out of the Military is one of the best. It helps men realize they aren’t alone in their fight and puts other like-minded men in their corner that support them and help
them fight to push through the struggles that have been holding them back. God provides this opportunity and
brings people to the right places at the right time with the right individuals when we need it the most. Once we understand how that works it allows us to re-define ourselves, heal and move into the life God intended us to live.

Andy Marcum
Sgt. US Marine Corps (ret)
Military Police K-9 Handler
“But ask the animals, and they will teach you, or the birds in the sky, and they will tell you;
or speak to the earth, and it will teach you, or let the fish in the sea inform you.
Which of all these does not know that the hand of the Lord has done this?
In his hand is the life of every creature and the breath of all mankind.” Job 12:7-10

Divide Camp Backpacking Trip
Wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed and learned on the backpacking trip July 7-11, 2017.
This was a trip another veteran, a friend and Soldier of mine, was to go on- but when he canceled it opened
up a spot. Which means it was a last minute trip. Best last-minute trip I’ve ever been on!!! Of course my
idea of backpacking was to pack in to some place in the woods, set up camp, just to pack up each morning
to do the same again. Well, I was a bit off course. We hiked in to a really nice spot and kept our camp there –
then just went out for day hikes. We had to ford some creeks and cross over others on logs. I have an issue
with vertigo/dizziness which made those trips over and through the creeks a bit more difficult. But our
guide strung a rope across them which we could hang onto while crossing.
Drinking the high mountain water was so refreshing, tasted like water is
supposed to taste!
The others on the trip, three guys, helped me a lot, they made sure I pulled
my own weight but they took really good care to help me when I needed it. In
fact Jim, the leader, ensured I didn’t carry anything which would weigh me
down. Most of what I took was more for hunting not backpacking, that includes the sleeping bag I had. Jim went through all my gear and helped me
reduce my backpack weight by replacing my heavier stuff with gear Divide
Camp provided, including a lighter pack.

Brandon & Betty

The back-packing food for the trip was wonderful especially the coconut key
lime pie dessert. Figure I’m going to buy some of that food for hunting and probably will serve some for my
Friday night social. They won’t know if I made it or if it’s dehydrated food…it’s really that good!
I want to thank Divide Camp and volunteers for a wonderful trip, I truly enjoyed myself and look forward to
doing more backpacking in my future.
Betty Lehman
Army – retired
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Excerpts from the DC Journal

Front Row: Matt, Daniel, Corey, Juan, Bobby and Tim

Back row: Winding Waters River Expedition staff

6/30/17 Julie and everyone at Divide Camp – Thank You a million for opening your hearts and minds
and for everything you do with and for veterans. You are a true blessing, a true patriot and an angel.
MSG® Tim Lindeman – TX
“What an amazing place to hang out for a couple of days. Everyone associated with DC are amazing for
pulling something like this together for us. Corey Watson has really helped me while I was here. Hope
to come back soon. And Oregon is not full of hippies!”
Daniel Rodriguez USMC ®
San Angelo, TX
6/30/17 This was my first “veterans trip”. I have been able
to get out with my family a few times camping and such, but
this was really the first time I was able to get away and clear
my head. Getting the chance to fly fish for the first time –
and spend 3 days on the Grande Ronde River is something I
will never forget. I also loved spending time at camp. I hope
to come back at some point and do some more work. I would
love to be a part of making this a place veterans would love
to come and help them work through their own stuff.
Bobby Kelly
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A simple THANK YOU is not enough. I can’t put into
words how grateful I am for the opportunity that Divide
Camp has given me. They made me feel so welcome.
The peace and solace that DC has given me over the past
few days is second to none! I feel re-energized and centered. My guide, Andy, great guy, all I can say is “that was
awesome and thank you”! Memories for a lifetime. I
hope I can get the chance to come back to this beautiful
and mesmerizing place.
Ray Gean II – US Army Infantry Ret.
9/17 Staff are welcoming and ‘make yourself at home’ attitude and the dogs
are great! Best sleep I have had in years! Awesome hunting – yeah, I took my
elk @ 468 yards – bragging rights for a hot minute… All in all – I had the time
of my life! You may have lost your way – but you will find peace and tranquility
here at Divide Camp – Embrace it and enjoy!
Paul DeTray – US Army Infantry Ret.

8/30/17 What a blast – over-the-top hospitality. They made me
feel right at home – even though I had traveled over 500 miles
to visit. Spectacular views, great hunting, awesome grub. Can’t
say enough that would bring this place justice. Thanks Julie,
you have no idea what this week has done for me.
Ryan Sager – US Air Force

Thank You for Helping Make 2017 a Huge Success!
THANK YOU to the people and organizations who made this year a huge success!
Wildhorse Foundation, Les Schwab, American Legion Auxiliary#43 (La Grande), Art Dubs Foundation, Walmart Community Giving, Romelle Castle, Jake Cambier, Pendleton Rotary, Elks National
Veteran Program, Thompson Auto Supply and the Wildhorse Sports Bar Superbowl Sunday raffle.
Special thanks to our largest single donor – the small but mighty Jacksonville VFW Post 9670!
They raise money for us all year and several members come and volunteer at camp each year.
To our funders partnering with us in preparation of hiring a director; Overwatch Alliance and Oregon Community Foundation.
Jeff and Elizabeth Baty for all your time and energy selling raffle tickets and educating people
about our mission.
To the local ranchers who contributed elk tags to our veterans.
And to all the faithful volunteers who dedicated many hours to make our mission effective!
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Brush Busters
The archery trail was finished and the targets were ready to set up – but camp is in
open range country. And as much as we love our neighborhood cattle – we knew
we could not put up targets without a fence.
Last year in June, Wallowa Associates – Kristina Powell and her surveyor Rod, donated their time to survey and record the actual property lines of Divide Camp –
that was an amazing gift! They spent their weekends in the brush at camp until it
was done!
No surprise to any of us, the old lines were way off! Our goal was to build a new
fence on the real property lines. Some neighbors commented it probably didn’t
matter since the old fences had been there for so many years – but we chose to
use the real lines to prevent potential future disputes.
Sections of the new fence-line were thick brush. Who ya gonna call? Brush Busters! Also known as the Umatilla Vets Work Crew! Crew boss Hiram Rooper is from
Enterprise and in addition to appreciating our mission – he seems to appreciate a
reason to show off the awesome Wallowa Mountains to his fire crew members.
This year he brought 11 fire fighter veterans to camp and worked for two days with
saws and hand tools – helping us prepare for the fence, splitting fire wood and
felling dead and dying bug kill. His parents, Ross and Linda Rooper and a friend,
Jerome also came to help. Brother David and his daughter brought their camp
trailer and stayed the night. When you put a group of veterans together with a
competent crew boss – stuff happens. Our missions were accomplished. The
fence was completed in August.

To view the promotional video for the Umatilla National Forest Veteran Crew go to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyoBjrMi9pc&feature=share
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Finding Peace on the Other Side of War
By Catherine Parks and printed in “Traditions”—A Publication of the NRA Foundation 3rd Quarter 2017

For combat veterans there is a great divide between life pre-war and life
post-war. Soldiers prepare, train, and are equipped to go to a war zone
but on returning home many physically and/or psychologically injured
veterans struggle to assimilate back into a normal life. Divide Camp, located in the scenic mountains of northeastern Oregon, honors the service of post 9-11 combat veterans through small-group outdoor adventures. The non-profit camp offers hunting, fishing and other sporting and
recreational activities.
Divide Camp provides comfortable lodging, home-cooked meals and
transportation at no charge to the veterans served. The camp features
40 acres of remote forestland, six cabins, a shop and an outdoor picnic
shelter. In 2014 the NRA Foundation funded the first Divide Camp grant,
$15,000 for an Action Trackchair, to allow amputee veterans to traverse
the mountain terrain. In 2015 NRA funded pistol range construction,
safety gear and targets. Plans for a competition 3-D archery course,
shootable from a Trackchair, began with a 2016 grant for trail construction.
Army veteran, Jose Martinez, stepped on an improvised explosive device
in Iraq. Following numerous surgeries and months of therapy Jose was
fitted with prosthetics, which allowed him to walk. Still, the extreme depression set in and two suicide attempts followed.
On his first day at Divide Camp Jose used the new all-terrain wheelchair
to hunt. “I missed the first couple of times, but my friends didn’t give up
on me and Divide Camp didn’t give up on me and I got one the next morning,” Jose said. “Elk hunting was
one of the best experiences I’ve ever had. How many amputees in California can say they shot an elk?” The
rest of his time at the camp was spent viewing wildlife, including a bald eagle, and enjoying a rare view (for
him) of the Milky Way. “It’s gorgeous, even if we hadn’t gone hunting and just saw wildlife I would have
loved it.” Jose stayed in a new cabin built to accommodate veterans with disabilities. He appreciated the
camp’s efforts to make him comfortable. “It doesn’t take much, really, but it let me know how much they
cared,” he said.
Jose Martinez

Julie Wheeler, Divide Camp executive director, has served as a critical incident stress worker to help others
prevent post-traumatic stress disorder; Julie is familiar with what happens when people are exposed to high
stress and trauma. “I know it takes a long time to overcome,” she said. “I think they need help beyond
what’s provided by the Department of Veterans
Affairs, which is drugs and therapy. I just believe
nature is an amazing healer.”
Julie has seen the benefits of Divide Camp, including utilizing veterans as volunteers, staff and board
members. “They get a lot out of doing something
for their fellow vets, they miss a sense of purpose
and camaraderie they had in the service.” “We do
this because it is an honor to serve those who
have served our country, and because there is
great need.”
Regain a sense of wellbeing. Restore Confidence.
Bring Purpose and hope. Promote spiritual healing
and wellness. Create community and camaraderie.
With support of NRA Foundation grant funding,
Divide Camp will continue to accomplish these
goals and impact the lives of veterans who risked
all to keep this country free and safe.
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We Couldn’t Do it Without our Volunteers!
For the past few months I have been very fortunate to volunteer at Divide Camp Headquarters in Joseph. I
have been able to work with the volunteer staff who provide countless hours of devotion to this cause, and to
meet some very special veterans who were able to gain great benefit from their time in Wallowa County
through this important and special nonprofit.
I have always been a true believer in the healing of “nurture thru nature” and the human need to touch God
through our beautiful outdoors. Divide Camp has long been a prime property. Sitting on the ridge separating the Sheep Creeks, with views of both the Wallowa’s to the West and the Seven Devils range to the East,
this heavily forested area is truly "God’s Country". I can remember at four years old, riding my pony with
my Cowboy father on these same ridges. He was a WWII Veteran. After having marched through Europe to
free Germany and to placate the devils of death and destruction his eyes had seen and his heart had felt; My
Daddy loved to ride the wild country and care for his family, the land, and the livestock. He taught me to be
grateful for our Country, to live a life of intentional good, and to work hard toward what I believe in. I have
worked a lifetime in Wallowa County in agriculture, tourism, and leadership. I have served with other nonprofits; never have I seen the level of compassion, leadership, faith, resolve, and personal commitment of
these volunteers in their efforts to provide healing and care for our veterans!
I will continue to volunteer for this cause, in my father’s memory. I will help those who need our assistance
to heal their invisible wounds and to become whole again. Our Divide Camp Headquarters will be opening
again in the spring, to provide a home atmosphere for all veterans of any era. We will have free coffee, Wi-Fi
on and a computer to help interested veterans learn to navigate the internet. We have several cribbage
boards and welcome competition. We will be hosting classes – including Fly Tying, Photography, Writing
and other subjects as instructors become available. Again, this is for all veterans of any era.
One of my Dads favorite sayings was "...the cream always rises to the top..." and that is how I feel about this
effort at Divide Camp, to bring solace to as many of our vets as possible thru this mission.
If you have a love for this beautiful country and appreciate those who stand tall to keep us free, contact us
for opportunities to serve in a volunteer capacity in your area of passion or expertise.
Peggy Kite-Martin

Benefit Dinner & Auction
March 17, 2018 at the Medford
National Guard Armory.

A tanager appears to be in deep discussion
with our carved camp bear.
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Letter from the President
It has now been seven years since I received the vision to use camp for a combat
wounded veteran healing program. Six years since pack rat evictions occurred and
renovations began. Each year we complete a few more projects and generally
leave a few unfinished at the end of the season. This is the nature of moving forward with volunteerism and donation funding. God brings people into our ministry for a season – some short, others long. We have people who come for a week
each year and combine their volunteering with camping at the lake. We have a
few who use their annual vacation time to come and serve combat wounded veterans in some capacity. One faithful team member leaves her hardware store in the hands of her employees
and drives 12 hours to cook for our guests – this year her first trip she fed up to 20 hungry veterans and volunteers over a three day period – three meals a day using dutch ovens, a MAK grill and a camp-stove. She
doesn’t get paid, she does it as a way to thank and honor our veterans. We think this works because we work
to keep God in our driver’s seat! A strategic planning session held in June included an exercise on values –
our board members and volunteers ALL identified Faith as a top value. This doesn’t mean we have no challenges or difficulties. Quite the opposite. This year we adopted a proverb; “Blessed are the flexible, for they
shall not break”. We were constantly having to adjust and adapt to programmatic changes. One of the first
was a weather- related postponement - we had not anticipated the snow depth in the Eagle Caps during the
first week of June. Guest cancellations – sometimes resulting from a long-awaited surgery appointment and
other times just the stress of stepping out into the unknown. We hear often – that it is extremely difficult for
our guests living with severe PTSD, and/or blast wave brain injuries, to take those first necessary steps to
try the outdoor and creation therapy approach. Anxiety, fear, lack of confidence, difficulty with new situations and people, medication induced lethargy and discomfort of the unknown. These are all reasons to consider canceling. Those same guests who talk about the struggle to get to camp – are the ones who have the
best outcomes from their time in the outdoors and at camp! Restful sleep, laughter, new comrades, achieving
physical goals, successful hunting and fishing trips. Learning new outdoor skills, the history of the places, the
wildlife and vegetation, the geology, edible plants, stories of early settlers…it all works together to create interest, to motivate learning, and to teach them to just take it all in and soak up what nature has to offer.
Nearly all our guests comment about the quiet, the # of stars in the sky, the animals they see, the knowledge
they gain, the new friends and the caring nature of our staff. We are beginning to bring our guests back for
second or third visits – it is amazing to witness the changes!
To God Be The Glory!

Know Where Your Donations Go!
At Divide Camp we are proud to share that an astounding
72% of your donations go DIRECTLY TO OUR COMBAT
WOUNDED VETERAN PROGRAMS! You can be assured that
when you donate to Divide Camp your money is being
stewarded well with the main goal of helping our veterans
being at the center of it all! Our administration costs remain
very low because our work is still being done by volunteers.
Thank you everyone for your support! It IS making a
difference in the lives of the veterans who attend Divide
Camp, as you can see by the letters and testimonials
contained herein!
We have plans to fill a 30 hour a week director position in March. The position will be heavy in financial,
grant and donor management, outreach, marketing, and fundraising. The work can be done remotely.
We have every confidence the details are being worked out by God and the right person will know
they’ve been chosen, at the right time.
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Come and visit the Divide Camp booth at one of these
2018 Sportsman's Shows!

Jan 19-21

Tri-Cities, WA

Feb 7-11

Portland, OR

Jan -24-28

Puyallup, WA

Feb 16-18

Roseburg, OR

Mar 1-4

Feb 2-4

Eugene, OR

Feb 23-25

Medford, OR

Hope to see you there!

PO Box 49
Joseph, OR 97846

Mar 1-4

Redmond, OR

Boise, ID

